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Abstract  

As businesses are actively incorporating technology as means of cost reduction and service 

provision, financial institutions have lately been one of the most active institutions in utilising 

information technology (IT) to their advantage. 

Although technology presented financial institutions with many opportunities and opened the door 

for a new hybrid sector to be formed, this came with its share of disadvantages one of which 

revolves around cyber security. Combined with the complex nature of products and services offered 

online through non-traditional financial institutions, this meant that adjusting the regulatory 

framework governing such products, services and institutions has now become a must. 

Since the current regulatory framework applicable on online banking does not differ much from that 

applied on bricks-and-mortar ones especially in terms of money laundering and deposit protection 

schemes, this paper recommends a hybrid, tech-centred, regulatory framework that is specifically 

designed to cater for financial institutions in order to offer users of these platforms higher levels of 

protection and suggests the creation of a joint regulatory and supervisory body that oversees and 

regulates activities of FinTechs. Such change should take into consideration the higher risk factor 
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associated with online banking and the nature of service provision. The paper in its unique approach 

aims to inspire and influence change to further enhance customer protection and service provision 

of online banks. 

Key words: Banking Regulation, Online Banking, FinTech. 

JEL Classification: G28 

 

1. Introduction 

With many corporations looking at the internet as a way of reducing their expenses, and 

creating better exposure for their products and services, financial institutions have been 

increasingly active in adopting information technology [IT] as a means of providing better 

services to their existing customers and, at the same time, reaching a larger customer base.  

Due to increased competition over, and demand for, financial services, traditional retail 

banks have embraced technology and allocated portions of their annual budgets to IT and 

mobile development [FCA 2014: 4], while other institutions have considered the internet 

as their primary, and only, interface for their services. Such online providers are referred to 

as FinTechs. These developments have, in particular, saved operating costs by reducing the 

need for traditional “bricks-and-mortar” market outlets. 

However, these developments have also come with a major downside, as the provision of 

online services has exposed both financial institutions and customers to an assortment of 

threats centering on cyber security. This, and the lack of physical presence of FinTech 

institutions, requires a better understanding of the nature of the laws and regulations that 

govern the provision of financial services online, particularly as these services raise not 

only purely financial regulatory questions that are shared with traditional “bricks-and-

mortar” institutions but also questions that are driven and dependent on IT. There is a 

resulting, and growing, need for a better tailored regulatory framework that governs IT 

based customer services and how FinTechs offer their financial services online. 

FinTechs have a higher risk exposure compared to those of traditional banks. Such 

exposure is centered mostly around the risk of cyber-attacks, as was the case recently with 

HSBC Bank in Malta which was targeted by a group of hackers in 2018 [Vella 2019]. 

 

2. Online Banking v. Traditional Banking 

The history of banks dates back more than 700 years with the earliest establishments 

being founded in Venice under the name of the “Chamber of Loans” [Hildreth 2001: 5]. 
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The Chamber was entrusted with safeguarding merchants’ money and was sometimes 

engaged in buying and selling bills of exchange [Hildreth 2001: 5]. 

These establishments continued to evolve leading to private bankers providing modern day 

banking activities. Private bankers managed money affairs on behalf of individuals and 

countries and received money on deposits [Hildreth 2001: 10]. Additionally, they bought 

and sold bills of exchange and coins [Hildreth 2001: 10]. 

This sector is renowned for embracing technology to offer their services and as such, it is 

important to understand the transition from traditional banking to online banking and how 

the two differ. 

 

2.1. Traditional banking 

According to the Oxford Dictionary, a bank is a “financial establishment that uses money 

deposited by customers for investment, pays it out when required, makes loans at interest, 

and exchanges currency” [Oxford Dictionary]. It is therefore understood that banks are 

institutions that grant credit and receive deposits that are invested into loans. These 

institutions make profit through charging interest on loans they grant. 

Today, commercial banks accept deposits for safekeeping, provide loans and issue 

payment options such as debit and credit cards [BoE Online]. Investment banks on the 

other hand mainly trade with shares, foreign currency and other commodities in financial 

markets [Banking Act 2009, Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 Order 2001]. 

Banks have been constantly embracing advances in IT. For example, they pioneered 

telephone banking services, and, after the introduction of the internet, banks began to 

provide range of services online through internet banking, providing traditional banking 

services electronically via the internet [Gkoutzinis 2006: 8]. 

Utilisation of the internet to provide day-to-day banking services could perhaps be 

regarded the cornerstone of today’s online banking and the rise of FinTechs. 

 

2.2. Online banking 

As the internet became more accessible through mobile phones and with the introduction 

of mobile applications, banks and other financial institutions saw in this medium an 

opportunity to further provide their services to their customers and be more accessible. 

Such accessibility is currently known as Mobile Banking. All these means of service 
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provision may be referred to as Home Banking since customers may gain access remotely 

to the services they require [Gkoutzinis 2006: 8]. 

Internet, or online banking, allows customers to access their accounts virtually, make 

transactions including money transfer, bill payments, check deposits and allows customers 

to apply for loans and for credit cards and allows them to request bank statements 

[Natwest Online, HSBC Online, Lloyd’s Bank Online, FCA 2014: 4]. 

Moreover, many financial institutions are utilising technology to reduce transaction costs 

and to offer a range of products and services to different customers without having a 

physical presence that requires the customer to visit a physical outlet [Gupta 2013: 3]. 

They saw in technology a medium of which would allow them to reach new and wider 

markets and even larger access to capital [Gkoutzinis 2006: 15]. Such institutions are 

known as FinTechs and they are defined as “computer programs and other technology 

used to support or enable banking and financial services” [Oxford Dictionary].  

Generally, FinTechs provide peer-to-peer lending, online payments, foreign exchange 

services, digital wallets, e-money and automated investment advice among other products 

and services [Deloitte 2018: 4, Ofcom and PSR 2014: 51-62]. They could also provide 

mobile investing services and issue cryptocurrencies. 

It is noted that banks with physical presence like HSBC, Lloyd’s and Natwest to name a 

few, were among the financial institutions embracing mobile banking. However, 

competition from online banks has been recently increasing with banks like Monzo and 

Monese providing banking services to customers purely online. These online banks have a 

competitive edge over traditional banks given the lack of physical presence where online 

banks are able to offer better interest rates to customers than traditional banks [Durisin 

2013]. 

 

2.3. Criticism of online banking 

Although technology is helping customers conduct their banking with greater ease, these 

banks are not, however, shielded from criticism especially when technology fails both 

customers and financial institutions. These criticisms take two major directions. The first is 

centred around the adequacy of the technology the bank uses and the second centres 

around the delivery of the service to customers of specific age groups.  

Reliance on cyber banking methods has caused occasional outages to provision of online 

banking services. For example, the Royal Bank of Scotland [RBS] admitted to outages 
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caused, as the bank’s CEO reported, to changes in the technology used by the bank 

[Reuters Online]. 

Another common criticism of online banking is that it does not provide the same level of 

reassurance as brick-and-mortar banks, especially for elderly customers, who may also feel 

uneasy using the small screens of mobile devices for online banking [Georgieva 2018, 4]. 

 

3. The regulatory framework governing the banking sector 

The financial sector went through numerous changes in how it is regulated. From 

deregulation to being actively regulated, this sector’s regulatory framework and 

supervisory authority received major shakeups in the wake of the financial crisis in 2008. 

What is noted, however, is that the regulatory framework governing this sector has not 

been actively following up advances in technology and resulting changes in the provision 

of services. From here, it is important to understand the regulatory framework applicable 

on this sector and to examine how FinTechs and online banks are regulated before 

examining the challenges facing online banks.   

 

3.1. How the banking sector is governed 

In general, banks in the United Kingdom are subjected to specific regulations and their 

activities are regulated by the Bank of England (BoE), the Financial Conduct Authority 

(FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), which is also responsible for 

overseeing banks (BoE Online). 

Banks are expected to be in conformity with the Financial Services Markets Act of 2000 

[FSM], the Banking Act of 2009, the Banking Reform Act of 2013, Bank of England and 

Financial Services Act 2016, the Payment Services Regulations 2017, the Consumer Credit 

Act 1974 the PRA Rulebook, the FCA’s Handbook and the Payment Services Regulations 

2017. Additionally, the UK banking sector is regulated by EU regulations like the EU 

Benchmark Regulation (BMR) No. 2016/1011. 

As innovation gained pace during the last decade, investors began to optimise their 

services and to fully utilise the internet for their benefit. Financial institutions expanded 

their service base and offered products and services online resulting in a serious of 

regulatory challenges. Nevertheless, financial services offered online were still subjected to 

the same regulations covering brick-and-mortar institutions. 
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3.2. The framework applied to online banks and fintechs 

UK regulators are catching up through the use of what is currently referred to as 

Regulatory Sandboxes. Sandboxes are specifically created environments that allow 

businesses to test their innovations and are neither protected within a specific regulatory 

framework nor supervised by any agency [Thew 2018, Deloitte 2018: 6, FCA Online]. The 

UK’s approach in this respect is regarded as a principles-based approach to regulation 

where regulations are focused more on outcomes which allows for more flexibility in 

delivering services [Hill 2018: 310].  

Nevertheless, the mere fact that these Sandboxes are testing grounds does not mean 

innovators should be granted absolute freedom without supervision or minimum standards 

to adhere by. Perhaps this is why the FCA’s principles-based approach was criticised for 

not prescribing certain minimum standards [World Economic Forum 2016: 14]. In essence, 

these Sandboxes are assumed to help start-ups understand how they are expected to 

comply with applied financial regulations [Thew 2017]. They are not, however 

comprehensive regulations that apply specifically to online financial institutions. This is 

especially true since these Sandboxes are considered as training grounds for innovators 

who are expected to provide their products and services in conformity with regulations 

generally applied to brick-and-mortar institutions. 

Upon closer inspection, it is noted that online banks are partially regulated by the FCA 

[FCA 2014: 6]. Furthermore, certain financial activities in which online banks and other 

online financial institutions may be involved in is subject to different regulations. For 

instance, money transfer through online platforms is regulated by the Payment System 

Regulator (PSR), which, in turn, is a subsidiary of the FCA [Payment Services Regulations 

2017, FCA Online, FCA Consultation Paper 2014: 7]. Moreover, the PSR also regulates 

issuers of electronic money which, according to the UK’s Electronic Money Regulations of 

2011, refers to electronically and magnetically stored monetary value as represented by a 

claim on the electronic money issuer which is issued upon receiving funds for the purpose 

of making a payment; and is accepted by a party other than the electronic money issuer 

[Electronic Money Regulations 2011]. Online financial institutions are additionally required 

to adhere by the Data Protection Act 2018. 

This is especially true since many FinTechs, like Revolut for instance [Revolut Online], 

began to trade and provide their services to customers while awaiting to be awarded their 

full licence by the FCA. This means that, even though they are still regulated by the FCA, 

customers’ deposits are not yet covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. 
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3.3. Challenges facing online banks 

In general, one of the main concerns in the financial sector is the issue of money 

laundering and as such, this matter has been subject to increased regulations. Certainly, 

with the continuous rapid growth of online banking and the FinTech sector, this creates its 

own challenges particularly in the sphere of cyber security where organised crime groups 

are using unregulated cryptocurrency exchange to hide the source of their illegal money 

especially since these technologies do not store information about account holders. This 

matter requires special attention especially since FinTechs voiced their concern regarding 

the effectiveness of current regulatory framework for combatting financial crime [The 

Economist 2019; 3].  The issue of digital money laundering is especially apparent in what is 

referred to as transaction laundering where launderers use details of an authorized 

merchant’s payment credentials to process payments for unknown products. In terms of 

FinTechs and challenger banks, these institutions could be infiltrated by criminal 

organisations through mule accounts which are accounts created using stolen identities or 

it could even be genuine accounts whose owners allowed criminal organisations to use 

them to hide their illicit source of funding and digitally cleanse their money.   

Given the complexities of regulations governing financial institutions and especially 

FinTechs, the need to constantly monitor regulatory changes and compliance equally has 

increased. This, in turn, has resulted in a new form of start-ups focused on monitoring 

these changes known as Regulatory Technology or, RegTech [Hill 2018: 312]. RegTech is 

concerned with the creation of applications and programmes to monitor and enforce 

compliance [UNSGSA, CCAF 2019: 8]. 

Given the constant changing nature of technology and the complexities of financial 

products and services that are equally evolving at a fast rate, it is important that financial 

products and services offered online have their own regulatory framework and supervisory 

body to ensure the minimum proper protection of customers’ information and property. 

Such a framework would apply to any institution offering its services online. 

As there is no specified regulatory framework applicable to online banks, some provisions 

applicable on brick-and-mortar banks still apply to online banks creating confusion for 

FinTechs and online banks, making understanding what governs their activities more 

challenging. As such, it is important to have a unified regulatory framework that specifically 

governs online mobile banking and FinTechs. 

Looking deeper into online banks, one can notice major risks that online banks are exposed 

to more than traditional banks such as fraud, identity theft and data breach [Bouveret 
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2018: 13-15]. Such threats to customers’ identity and property can be considered as cyber 

risk. In general, online banks are more prone to cyber risk than physical banks. This is 

possibly true given the fact that financial institutions are, in general, dependent on highly 

interconnected networks [Bouveret 2018: 11]. What is notable, however, is that even 

traditional banks, nowadays, are exposed to cyber risk given that customers’ data are 

stored virtually.  

Banks, in general, have been subject to many cyber-attacks resulting in huge monetary 

losses and in access to customers’ information. For example, earlier in 2019, Metro bank 

was targeted by hackers who emptied customers’ accounts through targeting verification 

codes sent to customers via SMS [Bernal 2019]. 

Cyber-attacks targeting banks do not only result in financial or data loss, they could also 

result in business disruption and suspension of services due to technological challenges 

[Bouveret 2018: 12]. For instance, Monzo, the online bank, encountered difficulties in 

providing its service due a technical issue [Griffen 2019]. Customers reported their inability 

to make payments using cards provided by the bank while others suffered from having 

their accounts completely “disappearing” [Griffen 2019].   

As it has been recorded in a study by Ofcom, one of the main contributors to the slow 

growth of online payments was security and privacy concerns which form part of the cyber 

risk. The study found that around “One in three non-users in the UK stated they were 

concerned about privacy and control of their personal data (33%)” [Ofcom 2014: 59]. 

Given that online banks and traditional banks offer similar products and services, 

regulators did not introduce newly designed regulations to govern online banking rather 

they opted to apply regulations governing the traditional banking sector. 

 

4. The way forward in regulating online banking 

It is just as important for regulators to understand the technical nature of mobile and 

online banking as they understand the financial and legal aspects of it. This will result in 

designing a more comprehensive customer-protection oriented regulatory framework 

especially since regulators are expected to be up to date with the changing environment of 

the sector and to be quick in responding to the technological changes and innovation in 

the sector [Abrams, Taylor 2003: 4]. 
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4.1. A new regulatory framework 

Regulations should take into consideration the fact that online financial services providers 

are exposed to higher risk and as such their capital requirement and compensation 

schemes should equally be different. This means FinTechs’ required regulatory capital 

should be more than the 8% held by traditional banks and their contribution, or annual 

levy, to the compensation scheme should be higher than traditional banks. This also means 

that regulations governing institutions utilising a hybrid of brick-and-mortar and online 

product and service provision should be different than those offering their products and 

services purely online. 

In essence, banks that utilise both brick-and-mortar and online provision of service, in 

matters other than the capital requirement and compensation schemes, should primarily be 

governed by the current regulatory framework and to the special framework applied on 

FinTechs. 

Moreover, as there is currently a movement heading towards special regulations governing 

FinTechs, it is of importance that regulators keep in mind technical issues related to data 

storage and provision of service where regulators are expected to design a minimum 

technical standard for provision of online banking services that financial institutions are 

expected to follow. Additionally, they are expected to specify the minimum standard of 

data protection these institutions are required to hold especially in terms of cyber security 

standards. 

Leaving such matters unregulated or leaving them for the discretion of financial institutions 

through means of self-regulation may be a double-edged sword where it could arguably 

lead to a crisis in the sector [Kaminsky, Schmukler 2003: 2].  

Regulating FinTechs does not necessarily entail burdening the creativity and service-

offering of the sector nor does it mean creating caps on the profit margins investors are 

keen on making, rather, it means giving the sector minimum standards within which 

innovators and investors are required to work within. This will arguably encourage and 

incentivise investors to compete in providing their products and services, by exceeding the 

minimum cited threshold by the regulator [Crisanto, Prenio 2017: 4].  

However, regulating the sector does not mean neglecting self-regulation where the latter 

is expected to achieve conformity with the former especially since innovation in the sector 

is manifesting itself at an increased pace in which it would present regulators with a 

difficult task in following or anticipating these changes. Self-regulation is particularly 

important given that it remains an integral part of the UK’s start-up environment with over 
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than 90% of digital lenders voluntarily joined the Peer-To-Peer Finance Association 

[P2PFA] [World Economic Forum 2016: 23]. As such, it would be wise for regulators to 

capitalise on this self-initiative and use it to their advantage. 

 

4.2. A joint supervisory authority 

A further recommendation is separating the FinTech sectors’ supervision into different 

parts, each supervised by a specialist agency, given the complexity of the environment in 

which the products and services are offered. For example, supervising online banking 

should be entrusted to a specialist agency which is different from that entrusted with 

supervising the issuance of, and trade with, cryptocurrencies. This is exemplified by the 

regulatory environment implemented in Chile where the insurance and banking sectors are 

supervised by different agencies [Abrams, Taylor 2003: 4]. 

Regulators mainly need to consider how financial innovation interacts with regulatory 

objectives [UNSGSA, CCAF 2019: 14]. They also need to assess the limit of cyber risk 

associated with FinTechs, operational and data risks, product risk, cross-border regulatory 

risks and governance and disclosure risks [FSB 2017: 2-3]. 

Additionally, as FinTech has a multifaceted nature where it encompasses the provision of 

financial products and services through mainly utilising information technology, the 

regulatory framework that governs this sector needs to meet the varied nature of this 

sector [Crisanto, Prenio 2017: 5]. 

Regulating and overseeing FinTechs should be jointly made by the financial regulator and 

the communications regulator since the latter is entrusted with regulating mobile 

applications and airwaves. This does not necessarily mean having different regulatory 

bodies working independently, rather, both regulators should join forces and form a single 

regulator overseen by both agencies. This is particularly necessary since the 

communications regulator in the UK, Ofcom, has stated that it might have the capacity to 

regulate certain aspects of FinTech’s services [Ofcom, PSR 2014: 9] and since financial 

regulators are not technology experts in most cases [UNSGSA, CCAF 2019: 15]. 

Although the FCA is collaborating with the Innovation Hub on matters related to 

regulatory changes [UNSGSA, CCAF 2019: 20], it is, however, still necessary that the FCA 

joins forces with Ofcom in setting up a joint regulatory force that regulates and jointly 

supervises the proper implementation of suggested new regulations. 
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5. Concluding remarks 

As the IT sector is continuously developing, so too is the financial sector, where 

institutions are increasingly offering their services either partially or fully online. Banks, in 

particular, have been increasingly involved in innovation within the FinTech sector and this, 

in turn, has resulted in an increased number of risks for customers. 

Due to increased innovation in the FinTech sector, the UK has set up specialised offices 

that advise on regulatory changes in the field and has introduced Regulatory Sandboxes to 

allow innovators to test their products and services first-hand without increased red tape. 

These movements have been mainly directed at the FinTech sector at large without taking 

into consideration the different risks associated with each type of financial service 

provided and without taking into consideration proper knowledge of the technology 

behind provision of products and services or proper cyber risk allocation. This is especially 

true since, as it stands, online banks are still subjected to prior authorisation from the PRA 

and are regulated by both the FCA and the PRA.  

Although regulation governing brick-and-mortar banks could be applied to online banks, 

this doesn’t mean that they would be effective. There is a need to have knowledgeable 

regulators who understand the nature of financial products and services and, at the same 

time, the nature of the technology used to offer such products and services. This can be 

effectively achieved in the UK if the FCA, BoE and Ofcom were to join forces and create a 

single supervisory and regulatory body that regulates and oversees the regulation of 

FinTech sector in general. Additionally, this new regulatory body would have sub-

committees each in charge of a different aspects of the FinTech sector. For example, one 

can oversee online banks while the other could be in charge of online insurance.  

Such a structure will help in creating more enhanced regulatory framework within which 

FinTechs could operate, ensure a higher level of customer protection and would reduce 

the risk of a financial crises caused by this emerging sector. 
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